
You have 10 mins to find as many words
as possible using the letters in the wheel.
Each must use the hub letter and at least 3
others. Letters may be used only once. You
cannot use plurals, foreign words or proper
nouns. There is at least one 9-letter word to
be found.

How you rate:
15 words,
average;
20 words,
good;
25 words, very
good;
30 or more,
excellent.
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Across

1. Diversify (4)

3. Muster (8)

9. Generous (7)

10. Lock (5)

11. Break up (12)

13. Pang (6)

15. Strip (6)

17. Temporariness

(12)

20. Tapestry (5)

21. Object (7)

22. Mirth (8)

23. Narrate (4)

Down

1. Ratify (8)

2. Gowns (5)

4. Vendor (6)

5. Exorbitant (12)

6. Respire (7)

7. Simple (4)

8. Sinner (12)

12. Airy (8)

14. Depraved (7)

16. Collision (6)

18. Recess (5)

19. Scourge (4)

Across
1. Liver concoction for the head (4)
3. Unusual price ring by America is very

valuable (8)
9. What the Pied Piper’s music proved

to be? (3-4)
10. Observed to have been scored? (5)
11. Bill follows delightful flower (5-7)
13. They are held up for brides! (6)
15. One who is after a different search (6)
17. Clearly a job for men of craft (12)
20. The vice of a number in tents (5)
21. Fifty in the street, maybe, giving

support for the board (7)
22. Remove from a lofty perch from the

other end (8)
23. Love personified in the

rose-garden (4)

Down
1. A priest is disturbed about a

hanger-on (8)
2. In the manuscript it left a name (5)
4. Make better repertory atmosphere (6)
5. This contains a wicked light! (6-6)
6. Not within the regulations for

criminals (7)
7. It is often required to weaken the

spirit (4)
8. Stationery for what journalists are

doing (7-5)
12. In newspapers half the rogues make

some advance (8)
14. Transversely what has changed

painting (7)
16. Endless fruit for the ruler (6)
18. Kind of section to put

underground (5)
19. Put on sweet paste as a piece of

nice decoration (4)

Starting from 1, fill in the grid clockwise with four-letter words.
The last letter of each word becomes the first letter of the next
to reveal the key word in the shaded boxes.

1. Metal
2. Hair-styling device
3. Occupied
4. Unit of length
5. Ruminant mammal
6. Garden tool
7. Every
8. Ring of light
9. Above
10. Back
11. Street
12. Moist
13. Fruit
14. Post
15. Den
16. Ladder section
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Starting from 1, fill in the grid clockwise with
four-letter words. The last letter of each word
becomes the first letter of the next to reveal
the key word in the shaded boxes.
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DOUBLECROSSWORD

Cryptic:Across:1Pate;3Precious;

9Rat-trap;10Noted;11Sweet-

William;13Trains;15Chaser;17

Shipbuilding;20Clamp;21Trestle;

22Dethrone;23Eros.Down:1

Parasite;2Title;4Repair;5Candle-

holder;6Outlaws;7Soda;8Writing-

paper;12Progress;14Athwart;16

Sultan;18Inter;19Iced.

Quick:Across:1Vary;3Assemble;

9Liberal;10Tress;11Disintegrate;

13Twinge;15Divest;17

Impermanence;20Arras;21Article;

22Hilarity;23Tell.Down:1Validate;

2Robes;4Seller;5Extortionate;6

Breathe;7Easy;8Transgressor;12

Ethereal;14Immoral;16Impact;18

Niche;19Lash.

WORDSPIRAL
1Zinc;2Comb;3Busy;
4Yard;5Deer;6Rake;
7Each;8Halo;9Over;
10Rear;11Road;
12Damp;13Plum;14
Mail;15Lair;16Rung.
Keyword:Hungary.

WORDWHEEL
DEFEATISM

SUDOKU

Puzzles and horoscopes

Quick

Cryptic

Keyword clue:
European country

F

ARIES (March 21 – April 20) Through listening to a tip or some
advice, there is another lucky week ahead. The usually placid
waters of your love life are about to change. Someone is thinking
of making waves. Get closer to your loved one and find out what
they need in case someone else offers to provide it! Finances look
good. Staying one step ahead is easy for you now and, as said
before, luck is on your side.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21) Good financial decisions this week
set you in good shape for the months ahead. You havemost things
under control and even ticking along nicely. This gives the chance
to relax and enjoy the company of someone new. Wait though, is
that a love that you let slip away in the past? Someone’s birthday
or anniversary? Think carefully about the present and make it
special and personal. It will be appreciated.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21) A lovely week where you start by
being a little worried but end it being very content. Why? Because
your problem-solving grommet is going at full throttle! Not only are
you getting your own house in order but you are helping others in
the process. And, talking of processes, are you going to ask that
question? Hesitating to tell someone how you feel? Could that
see an opportunity slip away from you?

CANCER (June 22 – July 22) Tempting though some of the
romantic offers coming your way are, there is likely to be someone
in your line of vision. Unsure about how they feel? You could ask
a friend to fish around and find out. Aside from getting this worry
from your mind, figure out those basic finances while you can. Just
in case someone tries to throw a spanner at your bank balance,
hammer everything out so that it is in good shape.

LEO (July 23 – August 23) This is a week when you need to show
your many talents and benefits to your workplace. This will boost
your confidence and, hopefully, your finances! Don’t be backward
in coming forward and, as ever, show that famous sense of
humour. It’s a good week to kick the ball of fortune hard and not
necessarily worry about where it stops. You know it is needed!

VIRGO (August 24 – September 23) This week a one-to-one
relationship can blossom if you put the effort in. Think that you
already have? Never take someone’s love for granted until they
let you know that you can. Some competition on the horizon is
not serious at this point. This weekend is special for love and you
will be making memories for the future. Make them good by just
being yourself.

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23) A slight dip in confidence or
good health makes it prudent to take things a bit easier. Although
you are a pretty confident and sociable person, this week sees
you seeking out some solitary activities. Is there something that
really needs some deep thought? You owe it to yourself to take
that time to be sure. If someone is ‘winding you up’, button up and
check in somewhere new.

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22) A wee dip in energy sees
you using your brain rather than your brawn. After all, blowing
your own trumpet doesn’t mean leaping around, does it? Quiet
conversations bring great results. Having pointed out your many
talents, why not ask for what you want? Someone taking you
for granted? While tackling other things, a few days of not being
‘available’ works wonders.

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21) Are you feeling
confident and ready for anything? Full steam ahead suits you and
everyone around you this week. A romance that is moving slowly
could do with a little shove in the right direction. Take the chance,
at the weekend, to really relax and recharge. Do you know exactly
what you want? If not, keep life moving and casual.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20) Full of beans and
ready for a fast week? Just as well when being bombarded with
chances to shine. No, I don’t mean the kitchen floor! I mean that
great sense of humour and charm that you have. Use it to great
effect, both at home and at work. Now, what effect will all that zip
and zing have on your love life?

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19) A meeting as the week
begins could mean misunderstandings and misinterpretations.
Step away if necessary to avoid long-term aggravation. On a
lighter note, planning a getaway weekend brings both excitement
and hope. What would you like to change about a current
relationship? Is there a better time to do it? Most change is for the
better in the long term.

PISCES (February 20 – March 20) Question marks over a project
at work need you to put your thinking cap on. Having said that,
the rest of the week seems set fair. Luck and the chance to spend
time with someone special take up most of your thoughts. It
may be a bit early to book a holiday together (maybe because of
finances) but there is no harm in planning.
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